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***

Fear is one of the main protagonists in our fragile society, she twists herself and her greasy hair into nimble
yogic poses so she can rest; poised under a table, a bar stool or between the keys of our trackpad. When the
time is right she begins to dampen our human palms with her course tongue. The sweat salvia turning so
easily into a self-initiated tsunami before we have even begun to take those well-intended deep cleansing
breaths or pop a tiny blue downer. Fear is one of the oldest natural disasters for any human body, it shakes
even the heaviest foundations and nothing has ever been able to cure her. Yet Fear is the mother we all share.
Fear is older than time itself, Fear is why we survive andwhy we die.

***

Josefin Arnell has been exploring these haunting plagues of both the psyche and the body for years now. At
times we find a very subjective sentiment to her work, as she deals with paranoia, coming of age and states
of the body like Lyme disease, which she can attest to knowing. But who can’t corroborate to these feelings
at some point in their life, a different shade but the same plague? The whole world runs on these maladjusted
phobias and alongside it is an insatiable promise of an elixir of life that can be bought or self-created in a
quick fix “add to cart” or “DIY or die” action. This liquid has been promised by various manufacturers from
religious status to neoliberal constructs and hedonistic parodies. If we look back in history we can always
find the other, the evil eye, the malevolent glare tearing down mankind in need of a splash of the nostrum.
This Other comes in the form of a plague of rats or locusts or mad cows or ticks. At other points, it comes as
floods, winds or wars. It's an infinite looping aesthetic of destruction and survival, a rather binary concept
just as the evil eye and that of its cohort the eye of providence is. Arnell explores these inexhaustible visions
through her holographic montages, flickering in the room alongside her video work “Gag reflex / I wanna
puke in heaven” a cute homage to the chronic collective fatigue of our times. All Arnell's works sit inside a
room punctured with escape routes be it the winding staircase into the black hole or the letters slipping over
the window pane. Even the walls bricked up or in a state of alabaster white echo to possible other states, the
room could take. Arnell as an artist also conducts the role of the archaeologist, sifting through the matter of
our times not to give it universal meaning but instead to find the links and landscapes it was created in. The
search always finds itself back to Fear, she is both the protagonist and the author of this world. Fear is the
creator and the destroyer. Fear could be likened to a goddess today, she is more powerful than all the zombie
phallus of the world. She is the monster that becomes us. She mutates herself into our cells and minds like a
virus, first starting in the stomach, knotting and meshing its organs, then roaming through our bloodstreams,
suffocating our cells until eventually, she attacks our mind, she is the meta-bacteria of our ecosystem.
Untraceable but visible. She reminds us again the greater the parties invisibility the longer it stays alive.

Text by Penny Rafferty

Suck on me harder I eat you for starter
You are on your knees begging me please
suck on me harder
I eat you for starter
Trying to get rid of you
gaining muscle fat when I chew you like butter
Blood stream not on the side of my mouth
Leftover clutter
Oh boy, Oh boy
Running away from you takes time
One day I will die
its alright you be fine
as long as you mine
I get wings to fly
I can touch the sky
Josefin Arnell

***
Floating between aspects of documentary and fiction Josefin Arnell´s work methodically navigating the
space between exuberance and self-exploitation. Her video work extends to performance, installation,
objects, poetry or drawings. Through storytelling loosely narratives are often centered around characters that
tries to navigate in contemporary infrastructures with impossible demands. These characters have endless
monologues rather than conversations, but they interlace in a sort of meta-sphere to create a script. By often
choosing to work with non-actors, she is capturing a rawness that reflects an emotional landscape exploring
unattainable desires, perfectionism and control. The teenage girl, the horse and the mother are recurring
characters alongside clumsy allegories in conflicts of human conditions or environmental catastrophes.
Additionally to her solo work she is involved in multiple collaborations and self initiatives.
Most noticeably: HellFun aka Josefin Arnell & Max Göran. HellFun makes video and performances and
prefers to be brave and pathetic rather than drowning in shame. Together with artist Natasja Loutchko she
runs HorseGirl, a platform exploring intimacy and sisterhood. HorseGirl are at the moment developing their
first feature film starring the artists both mothers.
2018 Josefin Arnell was awarded the Theodora Niemeijer Prijs - for emerging women artists based in the
Netherlands which includes a commission at Van Abbe Museum (Eindhoven). Arnell´s work have been
shown at International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam (IDFA), Kunsthalle Münster (Münster),
Beursschouwburg (Brussels), Contemporary Art Center Vilnius (Vilnius), Moscow International Biennale
for Young Art 2018 (Moscow). 2015/2016 she participated in the two year residency program Rijksakademie
van Beeldende kunsten, (Amsterdam). She holds an MA in Dirty Art from Sandberg Instituut, (Amsterdam).
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